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1.

Highlights
RESIDENTIAL SCORECARD

CBD program expanded to cover
an additional 1,000 commercial
buildings. This is expected to
create an estimated

$50 million

in new energy
savings, and about

3.5 million tonnes

of
emission reductions over five
years. (p13)

The Victorian Government
has progressed the
Victorian Residential
Efficiency Scorecard,
which other jurisdictions
will pilot over the coming
months. (p12)

ENERGY USE DATA MODEL
CEFC has now financed more

The Commonwealth
committed further funds

($13.4 million over 5
years) to build on CSIRO’s
proof-of-concept Energy Use
Data Model. (p15)

than 1,000 specialist energy
efficiency projects undertaken
by a broad range of small
businesses, topping

$150 million

in CEFC

investment. (p13)

FINKEL REVIEW

The Commonwealth launched
energy.gov.au to provide a
starting point for
householders and businesses
to find energy information
from a range of government
sources. (p12)

The Finkel Review
recommended that
governments should
accelerate the roll out of
energy efficiency
measures to complement
its recommended reforms.
(p15)
)
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2.

Executive summary

In December 2015, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) Energy Council
agreed to the National Energy Productivity Plan (NEPP) to improve Australia’s
energy productivity. Improving Australia’s energy productivity boosts our nation’s
competitiveness and growth, helps families and business manage their energy costs,
and reduces our greenhouse gas emissions.
Although 2015-16 saw a slowdown in Australia’s improvement in energy productivity,
the NEPP, now in its second year, is still progressing strongly to further unlock
Australia’s full energy productivity potential. Australia is on its way to meeting the
Commonwealth’s commitment to improve Australia’s energy productivity by 40 per
cent by 2030.
The NEPP is helping to create efficient incentives for consumers. The
Commonwealth’s Emissions Reduction Fund continues to create incentives for
energy productivity activities in commercial buildings and business.
The NEPP is helping to empower consumers. The Commonwealth launched
energy.gov.au to provide a more effective starting point for consumers to find
information on energy efficiency.
The NEPP is helping business competitiveness. In 2016–17 the Clean Energy
Finance Corporation provided $995.5 million in finance for projects in energy
efficiency in property, infrastructure, manufacturing, agriculture and universities. This
will save business money and improve the way they use energy.
The Commonwealth also expanded the Commercial Building Disclosure program to
cover an additional 1,000 commercial office buildings. The Australian Building Codes
Board has progressed work to comprehensively review the National Construction
Code to increase energy efficiency in commercial buildings. This will be considered
for the 2019 update of the code and public consultation will occur in 2018 on these
proposed changes. In 2017–18 the COAG Energy Council committed $1.46 million
to improve commercial and residential buildings.
The NEPP is supporting innovation. This year, CSIRO released its Low Emissions
Technology Roadmap. The Roadmap details the technology options to drive
Australia towards a secure and low emissions energy future. ARENA has provided
$22.5 million to fund a three year trial in South Australia and Victoria, as well as
jointly funding with NSW Government a $15 million three year NSW-specific
program, to reduce energy demand during extreme weather and unplanned outages.
The NEPP is helping to create competitive modern energy markets. The
Commonwealth committed additional funding of $13.4 million over 5 years in the
2017–18 budget to build the Energy Use Data Model. This state-of-the-art energy
market assessment tool will improve energy market forecasting and planning.
The NEPP is helping to improve consumer protections. The COAG Energy Council
continues to accelerate the successful Equipment Energy Efficiency (E3) program for
appliances and equipment. This will increase the benefits for consumers while
reducing emissions and costs to business.
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The broader energy policy context in which the NEPP is operating continues to
evolve. On 9 June 2017, the Blueprint for the Future: Independent Review into the
Future security of the National Electricity Market (also known as the Finkel Review)
was released. It recommended that energy consumers are put foremost when
governments make energy reforms. It also recommended that governments
accelerate the roll out of energy efficiency measures.
In October 2017, the Commonwealth accepted the Energy Security Board
recommendation to implement a National Energy Guarantee. The Guarantee will
improve reliability and investment certainty, and ensures the energy sector helps to
meet Australia’s emission reduction obligations. Affordability for consumers has also
become central to government concerns, with action progressing through the
Retailers Round table and the ACCC review.
The challenges and opportunities for the NEPP over the next 12 months include
implementing the recommendations of the Finkel Review. The NEPP is well placed
to facilitate the expansion of energy productivity, improve management of data and
integrate more distributed demand management.
With the on-going support of Australian governments, the NEPP will continue to
provide an economic boost to consumers and business, and make a vital
contribution to Australia’s emissions reduction commitments.
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3.

Introduction

In developing the NEPP, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) Energy
Council recognised that businesses and households could be getting a lot more
value from the money they spend on energy.
The NEPP aims to deliver the Commonwealth’s commitment to improve Australia’s
energy productivity by 40 per cent between 2015 and 2030.
By improving energy productivity:


businesses reduce their energy costs through innovation and modernising their
infrastructure—improving their output and making them more competitive



household consumers benefit through lower energy bills and increased home
comfort



Australia reduces its greenhouse emissions.

The NEPP includes:


energy market reforms to promote consumer choice, increase competition and
innovation and lower consumer costs in the energy market



energy efficiency measures that support better energy use and lower costs in
buildings, equipment and vehicles.

A summary of the NEPP framework is given in Figure 1.
This Annual Report covers the second in a 15-year plan and shows that the NEPP
has continued to progress well. Throughout 2017, measures across the work plan
have advanced and many have achieved significant outcomes. There has also been
wider progress in energy policy and jurisdictional measures which will contribute
strongly to energy productivity and NEPP objectives.
This document highlights key outcomes, their expected impacts and links to broader
reforms. The report also looks forward, presenting expected outcomes, challenges
and opportunities over the next year and highlighting the ongoing effort required.
The information in this report is correct as at 15 November 2017.
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4.

Measures in the NEPP work plan

The NEPP has an initial agreed work plan of 34 measures. These include new and
existing measures across the COAG Energy Council and the Commonwealth.
By playing a key role in better coordinating reforms across energy markets, energy
efficiency and climate policy, the NEPP facilitates effective planning to reduce
emissions at least cost.
The NEPP will drive change and accelerate energy productivity improvement
through measures which support:


Smarter energy choices—by providing more efficient incentives, empowering
consumers, and promoting business action



Better energy services—by driving greater innovation, more competitive and
modern markets, and updating consumer protections and standards.
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Figure 1: Overview of the National Energy Productivity Plan

Table 1: National Energy Productivity Plan measures and their overarching themes

SMARTER ENERGY CHOICES
EFFICIENT INCENTIVES
1. Transition to cost-reflective pricing
2. Market mechanisms to capture
societal benefits

EMPOWERING CONSUMERS
3. Make choice easier
4. Support best practice services for
vulnerable consumers
5. Improve residential building energy
ratings and disclosure

HELPING BUSINESS COMPETE
6. Help business self-manage energy costs
7. Recognise business leadership and
support voluntary action
8. Research business benchmarks and
success factors
9. Expand commercial building ratings and
disclosure
10. Improve fuel efficiency in aviation and
maritime sectors
11. Reduce barriers to financing
12. Improve energy productivity in government

BETTER ENERGY SERVICES
INNOVATION SUPPORT

COMPETITIVE MODERN MARKETS

CONSUMER PROTECTIONS

13. Support innovation and
commercialisation
14. Improve light vehicle efficiency
15. Drive innovation in transport and
infrastructure systems
16. More liveable, accessible and
productive cities
17. Promote leading practice
18. Collaborate internationally

19. Emerging technologies in the electricity
system
20. Deliver reforms to the gas market
21. Reform governance to keep pace with
change
22. Develop an Energy Use Data Model for
better planning
23. Competitive smart meter rollout
24. Improve the exchange of market data
25. Build service provider capacity
26. New market mechanisms for demand
response
27. Promote competitive retail markets in
electricity and gas
28. Monitor the wholesale market
29. Adopt National Frameworks

30. Deliver a new Equipment Energy Efficiency
(E3) prioritisation plan
31. Advance the National Construction Code
32. Improve compliance with building energy
efficiency regulation
33. Review the National Energy Customer
Framework for disruptive technologies
34. Review Fuel Quality Standards Act

a) S MARTER ENERGY CHOICES
Efficient incentives
With more efficient incentives we can better align the benefits to individual
consumers with benefits for all Australians. This can reduce current problems that
are driving significant unnecessary costs, such as peak congestion, inequitable
cross-subsidies and environmental impacts.
Achievements in 2017


The Commonwealth’s Emissions Reduction Fund is creating incentives for
energy productivity activities through eight different sector methods: aggregated
small energy users; commercial buildings; commercial and public lighting; high
efficiency commercial appliances; industrial electricity and fuel efficiency;
refrigeration and ventilation fans; aviation transport; and land and sea transport.
-



As at 8 November 2017, 61 projects have been registered across these
sectors, with contracts estimated to cover around 6 million tonnes of
emissions abatement.

State and territory officials have continued working together to reduce red tape
and maximise consumer benefits by further aligning jurisdictional schemes.

Expected outcomes over next 12 months


The Commonwealth will work with the Energy Security Board and jurisdictions
through COAG to implement reforms to deliver more affordable and reliable
electricity while meeting our international commitments. These reforms are
expected to have many implications for energy productivity, in influencing the
mix of generation.

Key challenges and opportunities


Considering relevant recommendations of the Commonwealth’s review of its
climate change policies.



The introduction of cost-reflective network pricing and competitive metering will
require careful ongoing monitoring to gauge consumer uptake and enable
consumers to see the benefits.
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Empowering consumers
Increasing choice in new energy services, tariffs and technologies can be of great benefit
to consumers. However, greater choice can also make decisions more complex and lead
to consumers paying more for their energy than they need to. For the best outcomes, we
need to make choice easier for consumers by supporting them with the right tools and
information.
Achievements in 2017


The Prime Minister secured agreement from the electricity retailers to ensure that
consumers are getting access to the best deals, including writing to all standing offer
consumers and improving how retailers communicate with consumers.



As part of its Power Shift project funded through the NEPP, Energy Consumers
Australia (ECA) released new research to improve our understanding of on how
different types of Australian energy consumers make decisions, including:
- Lessons and insights from the Low Income Energy Efficiency Program (LIEEP)
pilots, provides guidance on how future services could be better designed
based the impact of the different pilots.
-

An Australian framework for the multiple benefits of energy efficiency explores
evidence on the wider social and economic benefits from improving energy
efficiency.



The Commonwealth launched energy.gov.au to provide a more effective starting
point for householders and businesses to find energy information across government
sources.
 Building on the COAG Energy Council’s agreement to a national collaborative
approach to residential building ratings, the Victorian Government has since
progressed its Victorian Residential Efficiency Scorecard. As of September 2017, 70
applications had been received from interested assessors, 76 households had
expressed interest in getting an assessment (even though the scheme had not been
publicised) and 155 assessments were completed.
Expected outcomes over the next 12 months





The Victorian Residential Efficiency Scorecard’s assessment tool will be expanded
for wider climate zones and tested by all jurisdictions against their range of needs.
The ACCC will deliver its Retail Electricity Pricing Inquiry, due mid-2018. The
preliminary report released in September identified that consumers face barriers in
accessing competitively priced electricity, such as challenges engaging with
electricity retailers and choosing the electricity service that is best for them.
The COAG Energy Council is working with industry to resolve current barriers to
portable consumer energy data, to allow consumers to access more innovative
services and advice tailored to their needs. Recommendations and a path forward
are expected in the first half of 2018.



The ECA Power Shift project will build on their research to explore the best tools to
engage and support different types of consumers to manage their bills.
 The Commonwealth will complete a strategic review of the Your Home guide .
Key challenges and opportunities


With the launch of cost-reflective pricing, there will be ongoing work to ensure
consumers have effective information to select new tariffs and services.
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Helping business compete
The COAG Energy Council supports the business and public sectors showing
leadership in improving energy productivity and competitiveness. Work is underway
with the sectors to develop a range of options to support voluntary action and market
approaches.
Achievements in 2017


On 1 July 2017, the Commonwealth expanded its Commercial Building
Disclosure (CBD) program, which allows buyers and tenants to compare
buildings based on the energy rating of the building and its lighting system.

-

This has led to 1000 more commercial buildings now required to have
their energy efficiency disclosed when sold or leased and will deliver
around $50 million in benefits to 2019.



In 2016–17 the Clean Energy Finance Corporation provided $995.5 million in
finance for projects in energy efficiency in property, infrastructure,
manufacturing, agriculture and universities. This will save business money and
improvement the way they use energy.



The Australian Alliance for Energy Productivity has continued to build on its
collaborative roadmaps on how to double energy productivity, publishing a
further report into Innovation to Improve Energy Productivity in the Food Value
Chain.



The National Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS) team
developed rating tools for residential apartment buildings and combined tenant
and base/whole building ratings for commercial buildings (NABERS CoAssess).
-

The NABERS for Apartment Buildings and NABERS Co-Assess rating
tools for office tenants are expected to be launched by mid-2018.

Expected outcomes over next 12 months


The ACCC will deliver its Retail Electricity Pricing Inquiry. The preliminary
report highlights significant concerns about the operation of the National
Electricity Market, which is leading to serious problems with affordability for
businesses.

Key challenges and opportunities


In response to continued energy price rises, businesses have become more
engaged in opportunities to improve their energy productivity. Further work is
needed to support this activity.
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b) BETTER ENERGY SERVICES
Innovation support
In line with its wider innovation agenda, the Australian Government is strongly
committed to supporting greater innovation and commercialisation of new
technologies and practices that improve energy productivity and modernise
Australia’s energy sector with better energy services.
Achievements in 2017




On 2 June 2017, CSIRO released its Low Emissions Technology Roadmap,
outlining technology options to steer Australia towards a secure and low
emission energy future. The Roadmap found that improvements in energy
productivity are critical to minimising cost, unlocking billions in cost savings and
deferring investment needs.
In May 2017, the Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) announced
that Improving energy productivity: helping reduce energy cost and emissions in
transport, building and industry sectors was one of its four new investment
priorities.



ARENA has provided $22.5 million for a three year trial in South Australia and
Victoria, as well as jointly funding with NSW Government a $15 million three
year NSW-specific program, to reduce energy demand during extreme weather
and unplanned outages.
- This summer, the pilot demand response initiative will trial 160 megawatts
of demand response, to be scaled up in subsequent years.



Implementation of the Commonwealth’s Smart Cities Plan is continuing, which
includes the $100 million a year Sustainable Cities Investment Fund. The aim is
to accelerate the deployment of clean energy, renewable energy and energy
efficiency technology in cities. This will be partially driven through the
negotiation of City Deals.
- The Launceston City Deal was signed on 20 April 2017. The
Commonwealth and NSW governments will work together with local
governments across Sydney’s West and South-West Districts towards a
landmark Western Sydney City Deal—the first in New South Wales.



The Commonwealth has continued to collaborate internationally, leading work
through the G20 Energy Sustainability Working Group, the International Energy
Agency and the International Partnership for Energy Efficiency Cooperation.
Expected outcomes over the next 12 months


The Ministerial Forum on Vehicle Emissions will report to the Commonwealth
following its extensive public consultation on options to reduce light vehicle
emissions.
Key challenges


Ensuring that findings from the summer 2017–18 demand management trials
are used to inform policy design to support future market needs.



Ensuring ARENA is successful in growing its role and impact in energy
productivity
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Competitive modern markets
Capitalising on the transformative change currently underway in energy markets as they
adjust to new disruptive technologies and services is a critical part of improving energy
productivity. Effective competitive markets which enable new services and technologies
are key to managing this change.
Achievements in 2017


The Chief Scientist, Dr Alan Finkel AO, delivered the Final Report to the
Independent Review into the Future Security of the National Electricity Market
(NEM) to the COAG Leaders’ meeting on 9 June 2017.
- The Review recommended that governments put energy consumers at the
centre of their reforms, including demand management and accelerating the
roll out of broader energy efficiency measures.



The Prime Minister and the gas industry agreed on measures that will deliver
cheaper and more reliable energy to Australian households and businesses,
including through securing a commitment that sufficient gas will be offered to the
domestic market guaranteeing gas supply for electricity peak demand, expanding
gas production and improving market transparency.



The COAG Energy Council endorsed new rules to govern the transportation of gas
to increase efficiency and liquidity in the gas market for all parties.



Competitive metering reforms formally commenced on 1 December 2017. The
reforms are designed to support investment in smart meters—a key enabler for a
range of services including innovative time based tariffs which benefit consumers.
 The Commonwealth has committed further funds ($13.4 million over 5 years) to
build on CSIRO’s proof-of-concept Energy Use Data Model (EUDM). This will
deliver a state-of-the-art energy market tool, improving energy market forecasting
and facilitating better energy management, infrastructure planning and research.
Expected outcomes over the next 12 months


Energy Ministers have agreed on a timeline to implement 49 of 50 Finkel
recommendations. These will be progressed rapidly over the next 12 months.
 The EUDM is expected to launch the initial public platform in the first half of 2018,
providing a range of new datasets and research.
 Implementation of market reforms, AEMC Review of ‘covered’ pipelines and AEMC
first biennial review into the growth in liquidity in wholesale gas and pipeline trading
markets.
Key challenges and opportunities





The Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) has warned of potential electricity
shortfalls in coming summers, noting the increasing importance of demand
response as a way to manage system security.
As part of development of the EUDM, CSIRO will be working closely with AEMO on
ways the model can develop and enhance AEMO’s forecasting capability.
Many of the Finkel recommendations and the proposed National Energy Guarantee
will lead to significant shifts in how the market is managed and behaves. It will be
important that these shifts are well-coordinated and bring consumers along with
them.
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Consumer protections
Where the market does not provide efficient minimum services and adequate
protections for consumers, there is a role for government measures, such as
standards for equipment, appliances and buildings and service requirements for
consumers.
Achievements in 2017


The COAG Energy Council has continued its work to accelerate the successful
Equipment Energy Efficiency (E3) program, which provides a crossjurisdictional approach to energy efficiency standards and energy labelling for
household and business equipment and appliances.



The Australian Building Codes Board (ABCB) has progressed work to
comprehensively review the National Construction Code (NCC), to increase
energy efficiency in commercial buildings.
-

The draft provisions set more stringent performance requirements and
offer additional verification methods.



The ABCB also undertook analysis and drafting of changes to improve the
interpretation and application of the NCC’s residential provisions.



Led by the South Australian Government, the National Energy Efficient
Buildings Project continued to further its work on regulatory needs analysis and
collaborative industry skills, holding a range of workshops and released two
reports in 2017.

Expected outcomes over the next 12 months


Public consultation on enhanced energy efficiency regulations on airconditioning, lighting and fridges/freezers to commence.



The ABCB will conduct public consultation on proposed changes to the NCC.



The Commonwealth will finalise a strategic plan to guide the future
development of the Nationwide House Energy Rating Scheme.

Key challenges and opportunities


Ensuring minimum requirements in the NCC are being complied with and are
delivering the intended energy efficiency outcomes.
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5. Progress towards the target: Update on Australia’s
current performance
Australia’s energy productivity continues to improve towards the 2030 target.
However 2015–16 saw Australia’s primary energy consumption increase sharply,
slowing the rate of improvement in energy productivity to 0.4 per cent (compared to a
15-year average of 1.7 per cent a year).

Index (1975-76 = 100)

Figure 2: Australian GDP, energy consumption and energy productivity,
indexed, 1975–76 to 2015–16
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Source: Australian Energy Statistics 2017, Table B1
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2015-16

Index (2006-07 base year indexed to 100)

Figure 3: Change in final energy consumption by sector, indexed,
2006–07 to 2015–16
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Source: Australian Energy Statistics 2017, Table H

This increase in energy consumption was largely in the mining sector.
In particular, growth in energy use to support LNG exports increased significantly in
that year, while the value of production in that sector was relatively flat, with a
decline in international oil-linked LNG prices largely offsetting the growth in output.
Excluding the oil and gas extraction sector from both energy and GDP shows that
LNG alone is having a significant impact.
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Figure 4: Australian energy productivity and energy productivity excluding the
oil and gas extraction sector, yearly growth rates, 2006–07 to 2015–16
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Source: Department of the Environment and Energy analysis of data from Australian Energy Statistics
2017

This change, driven by new activities is consistent with the high volatility seen in
energy productivity growth overtime, around an ongoing positive trend.
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Figure 5: Annual growth in primary energy productivity, 1960 to 2016
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A range of other sectors continue to show improving energy productivity. A clear
example is the residential sector where per person energy use 1 continues to fall,
despite growing numbers of appliances and larger homes, due to ongoing
improvements in appliance and buildings technologies and standards.

1

Excluding transport
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Figure 6: Trends in Australian residential energy use, 1973–74 to 2015–16
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It will take some time before data is available to analyse the impact of new NEPP
measures, many of which are still under development. However the chart below
(Figure 7) shows that while energy productivity is improving, these new NEPP
measures will be critical in accelerating improvement in coming years if the target is
to be achieved.
Figure 7: Australian trend energy productivity and the 40 per cent NEPP target,
$million/PJ, 1999–00 to 2029–30
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6.

Challenges and opportunities ahead

While work under the NEPP has continued to progress during 2017, there are still
challenges ahead in ensuring Australia stays on track in its objectives. Overall the
most significant challenges and opportunities are:
1. Responding to the Finkel Review
-

The Review identified many key opportunities that will contribute to
Australia’s energy productivity, such as improving management of data,
more distributed energy resources, demand management and expanding
on energy efficiency. The challenge will be to respond effectively and
quickly.

2. Building on the peak management trials

-

Several trials are underway in the summer of 2017–18 to test new ways to
manage peak demand. It will be important to learn from these trials to
support policy design that reduces peak demand in future summers.

3. Successful introduction of competitive metering reforms

-

Competitive metering reforms formally commenced on 1 December 2017.
The reforms are designed to support investment in smart meters—a key
enabler for a range of services including innovative time-based tariffs
which benefit consumers. The success of these reforms depends on the
uptake of smart meters.

4. Improve compliance with National Construction Code

-

COAG will deliver targeted industry training and tools to support improved
compliance with the energy performance requirements of the National
Construction Code. This supports residential buildings being built to need
less energy for heating and cooling.

5. Delivery of Energy Use Data Model
-

Launch of the first public version of the Energy Use Data Model will
require close engagement with stakeholders to ensure the model will
continue to develop into a high value asset for the energy market.

6. Light Vehicle Emissions Standards
-

Close engagement with a diverse group of stakeholders will be required to
gain agreement on options to reduce emissions from light vehicles.
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7.

Appendix A—Reports

Several NEPP measures have resulted in reports, publications, and websites.
Publication

Web address

NEPP Measure

Low Emissions Technology Roadmap

www.csiro.au/letr

Measure 13: Support
innovation and
commercialisation

Innovating Energy: ARENA’s Investment
Plan 2017

arena.gov.au/assets/2017/05/AU213
97_ARENA_IP_Document_FA_Singl
e_Pages_LORES.pdf

Measure 13: Support
innovation and
commercialisation

Peak Demand Reduction Using Solar
and Storage

arena.gov.au/projects/peak-demandreduction-using-solar-storage/

Measure 13: Support
innovation and
commercialisation

Decentralised Energy Exchange

arena.gov.au/projects/decentralisedenergy-exchange-dex/

Measure 13: Support
innovation and
commercialisation

AGL Virtual Power Plant

arena.gov.au/projects/agl-virtualpower-plant/

Measure 13: Support
innovation and
commercialisation

Peer-to-Peer Distributed Ledger
Technology Assessment

arena.gov.au/assets/2017/10/FinalReport-MHC-AGL-IBM-P2P-DLT.pdf

Measure 13: Support
innovation and
commercialisation

Demand Management Incentives
Review

arena.gov.au/assets/2017/06/20170
628-DMIR-Report-Final.pdf

Measure 13: Support
innovation and
commercialisation

Renewable Energy Hub Knowledge
Sharing Report

arena.gov.au/assets/2017/05/Renew
able-Hub_Knowledge-Report_Final1.pdf

Measure 13: Support
innovation and
commercialization

Residential Buildings Regulatory Impact
Statement Methodology Report, April
2017

www.energy.gov.au/publications/resi
dential-buildings-regulatory-impactstatement-methodology

Measure 31: Advance
the National
Construction Code

Changes Associated with Efficient
Dwellings Project Report, May 2017

www.energy.gov.au/publications/cha
nges-associated-efficient-dwellingsproject

Measure 31: Advance
the National
Construction Code

Cross-industry Energy Efficiency
Training for the Building Industry
Reports:
 Building Science Fundamentals
 Systems Thinking for Energy
Efficiency
 Energy Efficient Building Design
 Energy Compliance in the
National Construction Code
 Building Seal Basics for Energy
Efficiency

Phase 3 has been delivered and
current/future reports are available
at:

Measure 32: Improve
compliance with building
energy efficiency
regulation

http://dpc.sa.gov.au/what-wedo/services-for-business-and-thecommunity/energyefficiency/national-energy-efficiencybuilding-project
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